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ProviderConnect Enterprise Action Log  

 

This form is used to view log reports of CareFabric actions specific to the integration with 

ProviderConnect Enterprise. Select a given time frame and – if desired – a Managing Organization 

and/or specific Action. This will allow a user to review any failed actions along with the error message. 

It is imperative that the Action Log is reviewed on a regular basis and any failures reviewed and resolved. 

For additional reporting, all errors identified in the ProviderConnect Enterprise Action Log are logged 

in the SYSTEM.pce_action_log table.   

The following table provides a mapping between the Action Name and associated myAvatar forms to 

those actions:  

Action Name  myAvatar Form  

PutProgramAdmission  Admission  

PutClient  

PutSmokingStatus  

Admission  

Update Client Data  

PutDiagnosis  

PutDiagnosisEntry  

Diagnosis  

PutPregnancy  Women’s Health History  

PutFhirInsurancePolicy  Financial Eligibility  

SearchProvider  Practitioner Enrollment  

PutEHRAssessmentResult  Financial Investigation  

Cal-OMS Admission  

Cal-OMS Annual Update  

Cal-OMS Discharge  

CSI Admission  

CSI Assessment  

PutProgramDischarge  Discharge  
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Additional Concepts 
 

This section covers a few concepts to keep in mind when working through error correction and to reduce 

the number of errors received in the future. 

 

One-Time Push 
myAvatar contains functionality to send specific information related to an admission episode when linked 

through ProviderConnect Enterprise when mapping data isn’t already present. This means that either the 

first time you link a client, OR when you have cleared mapping and go through the correction process, that 

you will trigger this functionality. It is by episode. The information sent is as follows if present: 

• Admission 

• Client Demographics 

• Financial Eligibility 

• CSI Admission 

• CSI Assessment 

• CalOMS Admission 

• CalOMS Annual Update 

• CalOMS Discharge 

• Diagnosis 

• Financial Investigation 

• Women’s Health History 

If you have any overlapping episodes within the same Managing Organization, the one-time push does not 

trigger for subsequent episodes.  

In this instance, when submitting the admission for #2 you would also need to manually submit any other 

workflows that are needing to be sent.  

 

Data Correction Best Practices 
Order of Operations 

It’s important to follow the “Order of Operations” when sending data. What this means is submitting 

information in chronological order. This will ensure workflows are transmitted to the county accurately.  

When done incorrectly you are likely to end up in two situations: 

1. The data transmitted, but there is now an unintentionally overlapping episode. There are no Action 

Log errors associated with this, so you will likely see the implications of this in PCNx OR when 

billing. 

2. The data cannot transmit and you receive an error like “HTTP 400 Bad Request: Client is Already 

Active in this Program Ep(#) Admit: (Date)”.  
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Patience with Sending Data 

When correcting data it’s very easy to submit numerous workflows in quick succession. This is likely to 

cause problems, especially if submitting multiple admission episodes quickly. When data is transmitted it 

has to be packaged by your system, travel across the internet, pass through NetSmart’s various network 

layers, land with the county’s system, and then be registered with the central datastore. At any point 

during this journey there can be small hiccups or delays. What this means, is if you quickly send 

workflows there is a chance, they will arrive in a different order than when you sent them. This can be 

avoided by confirming workflows send successfully in the action log prior to sending more.  

To give a specific example, these are the steps I would take when correcting information for a client that 

does not have overlapping episodes: 

 

1. Link the first admission program episode (#1) 

2. Confirm all One-time Push workflows have successfully sent in the action log 

3. Submit the Discharge for the first episode (#2) 

4. Confirm the Discharge was successfully sent in the action log 

5. Link the second admission program episode (#3) 

6. Confirm all One-time Push workflows have successfully sent in the action log 

7. Submit the Discharge for the second episode (#4) 

8. Confirm the Discharge was successfully sent in the action log 

By giving the system time you’ll avoid most issues that occur during data correction. 

For another example, these are the steps I would take when correcting information for a client that has 

overlapping episodes: 

 

1. Link the first admission program episode (#1) 

2. Confirm All One-time Push workflows have successfully sent in the action log 

3. Link the second admission program episode (#2) 

4. Manually submit any relevant workflows for the second episode 

5. Confirm submitted workflows successfully sent in the action log 

6. Submit the Discharge for the first episode (#3) 

7. Submit the Discharge for the second episode (#4) 

8. Confirm the Discharge was successfully sent for the second episode in the action log 

Other Considerations for Overlapping Episodes 

Overlapping episodes tend to be the most complex. Remember that in order to be an overlapping episode 

2 things need to be true. 
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• The admission programs fall under the same managing organization (think both MH or both SUTS) 

• The episodes have some amount of concurrent time. 

If both of those things are true, you will have an overlapping episode on the county’s side. The episode 

with the earliest admission date in the series is treated as the “parent” episode and subsequent episodes 

are considered “children”. You will not see messages in the action log for “children” episode admissions 

when linked. This is intentional and is not an issue. Likewise, you will not see a discharge for any episode 

in the series until ALL episodes have been discharged. At that point, only the most recent discharge by 

date will be sent and will close the series on the county’s side. This discharge is visible in the action log. 

Error Handling  
 

This section describes common errors you may see in the ProviderConnect Enterprise Action Log 

and how to resolve them.   

Admission  
Action Name  Error Message  

PutProgramAdmission  HTTP 400 Bad Request: The following fields are missing 

: Admitting Practitioner  

    

Why am I receiving this error?  

There is a missing practitioner link for the practitioner entered as the “Admitting Practitioner” 

on the affected Admission record.   

  

 How do I resolve this error?    

There are a couple different ways this error might be resolved. First, open a ticket with the 

County to verify whether the practitioner has a record entered in the County CareRecord. If 

the County does not have a record for that practitioner, one will need to be entered with a 

matching NPI. Once that is completed, you will need to refile your Practitioner Enrollment 

record to successfully complete the practitioner linkage. Check the Action Log again to 

confirm that the SearchProvider action was successful and then refile the Admission. Check 

the Action Log to verify that the Admission was successfully filed.   

If the County does have a practitioner record on file, you will need to verify that the NPI the 

County has on file for the practitioner matches what is in your Practitioner Enrollment record. 

If the NPI does not match, one of the system should be updated with the correct NPI. If the  

NPIs do match, then you will need to check whether the practitioner was linked correctly. This 

can be verified in the SYSTEM.pce_staff_mapping table. If the practitioner is missing from 

that table for all Managing Organizations. To add the practitioner to the table, you will need to 

refile the Practitioner Enrollment record. Check the Action Log again to confirm that the 

SearchProvider action was successful and then refile the Admission. Check the Action Log to 

verify that the Admission was successfully filed.  

  

What are the implications if this error isn’t resolved?  
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If practitioners are not linked between your system and the County’s CareRecord and it 

causes an Admission to fail, that Admission record will not file in the County’s CareRecord. 

Any other records within that Episode will also fail to file (for these records you’re likely to see 

an error in the Action Log stating “HTTP 403 Forbidden: Consent Denied. Get Program 

Admission response does not have program code.). Once the episode is ready to be 

discharged, the discharge will also not file until the Admission is successfully on file within 

the County CareRecord.  

There are also billing implications. If the Admission episode is not recorded in the County 

CareRecord, any claims you submit for to the County will be held within their system until the 

Admission is recorded that covers the claimed dates of service.   

This error preventing the filing of the Admission must be resolved before any subsequent 

episodes are submitted ot the County CareRecord for the same client and same Managing 

Organization.   

  

Example  

  

  

Action Name  Error Message  

PutProgramAdmission  HTTP 400 Bad Request: Client Is Already Active In This 

Program Ep(#) Admit: (Date)  

    

Why am I receiving this error?  

You are trying to submit an Admission for the client into a County Admission Episode that is 

already open for the client.  

  

 How do I resolve this error?    

This error would be expected if you are filing an Admission record that is open concurrently 

with another Admission that both map to the same County Managing Organization.  

If you do not expect to receive this error then it’s most likely that a previous Discharge was 

not filed successfully. You will need to troubleshoot and resolve the Discharge record issue 

before re-filing this Admission.   

  

What are the implications if this error isn’t resolved?  

It depends on if there is an issue to resolve or not. If you expect to receive this error then 

there are no other implications. The affected Admission won’t appear to file in the County 

CareRecord.   

If this is an unexpected error then any issues from the previously entered Admission must be 

resolved before any subsequent episodes are submitted ot the County CareRecord for the 

same client and same Managing Organization.  
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Example  

  

  

  

  

Action Name  Error Message  

 PutProgramAdmission  HTTP 400 Bad Request: Client Has Future Admission  

To This Program Ep(#) Admit: (Date)  

    

Why am I receiving this error?  

You are trying to submit an Admission for the client into a County Admission Episode that has 

a subsequent Admission episode filed for the same Managing Organ/ization.   

  

 How do I resolve this error?    

Open a ticket with the County to have the affected Admission deleted from their CareRecord. 

Once they have notified you that this has been completed, you will need to delete the client 

mapping and then use the ‘Change Program/Admission Date’ to update the Admission Date. 

You will then need to access the affected Admission record, re-map the client and resubmit 

the record. Check the Action Log to verify that the Admission filed successfully.   

Additional detail for this error correction process is detailed in the “Correction Workflow” 

section.   

  

What are the implications if this error isn’t resolved?  

It depends on whether the Admission date initially submitted would cover the services 

provided or not for billing purposes. Regardless, for reporting purposes it’s likely both you and 

the County want to have accurate information submitted.   

There are also billing implications. If the Admission date does not cover all claimed dates of 

service, the County CareRecord will hold those claims until the Admission date issue is 

corrected.    

  

Example  
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Action Name  Error Message  

PutProgramAdmission  HTTP 400 Bad Request: Admission Date cannot be 

changed when updating an existing admission record.  

    

Why am I receiving this error?  

You are trying to submit an Admission record with an updated Admission date without going 

through the proper steps to correct.   

  

 How do I resolve this error?    

Open a ticket with the County to have the affected Admission deleted from their CareRecord. 

Once they have notified you that this has been completed, you will need to delete the client 

mapping and then use the ‘Change Program/Admission Date’ to update the Admission Date. 

You will then need to access the affected Admission record, re-map the client and resubmit 

the record. Check the Action Log to verify that the Admission filed successfully.  Additional 

detail for this error correction process is detailed in the “Correction Workflow” section.   

  

What are the implications if this error isn’t resolved?  

It depends on whether the Admission date initially submitted would cover the services 

provided or not for billing purposes. Regardless, for reporting purposes it’s likely both you 

and the County want to have accurate information submitted.   

There are also billing implications. If the Admission date does not cover all claimed dates of 

service, the County CareRecord will hold those claims until the Admission date issue is 

corrected.    

  

Example  

  

  

Action Name  Error Message  

 PutProgramAdmission  HTTP 400 Bad Request: Movement ID is associated  

with a different episode.  

    

Why am I receiving this error?  

A change has been made to a previously filed Admission which has caused the underlying 

Movement ID to no longer sync with that you are trying to file. There are different reasons 

why this error might be received. One reason may be that the County has tried to update the 

admission date without deleting the movement.   

  

 How do I resolve this error?    
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Any Movement ID error has to be resolved with going through the error correction process to 

have the County delete the movement in their CareRecord. Then you will need to delete the 

client mapping, access the affected Admission, remap the client and resubmit the Admission. 

Verify on the Action Log that the Admission action successfully filed.   

Additional detail for this error correction process is detailed in the “Correction Workflow” 

section.   

  

  

What are the implications if this error isn’t resolved?  

The Admission will not file until the Movement ID issue has been resolved. This issue should 

be resolved before any subsequent Admission episodes are submitted to the County.   

There are also billing implications. If the Admission episode is not recorded in the County 

CareRecord, any claims you submit for to the County will be held within their system until the 

Admission is recorded that covers the claimed dates of service.  

  

Example  

  

  

Action Name  Error Message  

 PutProgramAdmission  HTTP 400 Bad Request: Episode Number does not  

exist for the given client.   

    

Why am I receiving this error?  

A change has been made to a previously filed Admission which has caused the underlying 

Episode Number to no longer sync with that you are trying to file This most often occurs once 

the error correction process has been initiated. In this instance, the County has deleted the 

client’s prior admission within their CareRecord but the appropriate correction steps within 

your myAvatar have not been followed. You’ve resubmitted the Admission using the Episode 

Number that the County previously deleted.   

  

 How do I resolve this error?    

You will need to delete the client mapping using the Delete ProviderConnect Enterprise 

Client Mapping form. Once the mapping has been deleted, access the affected Admission, 

remap the client and resubmit the Admission. Verify in the Action Log that the Admission 

action was successfully filed.   

Additional detail for this error correction process is detailed in the “Correction Workflow” 

section.   

  

What are the implications if this error isn’t resolved?  
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The Admission will not file until the issue has been resolved. This issue should be resolved 

before any subsequent Admission episodes are submitted to the County.   

There are also billing implications. If the Admission episode is not recorded in the County 

CareRecord, any claims you submit for to the County will be held within their system until the 

Admission is recorded that covers the claimed dates of service.  

  

Example  

  

  

Action Name  Error Message  

 PutProgramAdmission  HTTP 400 Bad Request: Invalid dictionary codes for:  

<dictionary>.   

    

Why am I receiving this error?  

You have submitted the Admission form with a dictionary value selected that is invalid.   

  

 How do I resolve this error?    

Access the Managing Organization Dictionary Mapping form to correct this issue. In this 

form you will need to map your existing code/value set to the County’s approved dictionary 

codes/values.   

  

What are the implications if this error isn’t resolved?  

The Admission will not file until the dictionary code issue has been resolved. This issue 

should be resolved before any subsequent Admission episodes are submitted to the County.   

There are also billing implications. If the Admission episode is not recorded in the County 

CareRecord, any claims you submit for to the County will be held within their system until the 

Admission is recorded that covers the claimed dates of service.  

  

Example  

  

  

Action Name  Error Message  

PutProgramAdmission  HTTP 400 Bad Request: Web service request failed with 

error: Another user currently has exclusive access to 

this ID. Check current database locks.    
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Why am I receiving this error?  

You have submitted an Admission record but there is a user within the County’s CareRecord 

that has the Admission form open for that client. Since the record is open in the County’s 

CareRecord, it’s causing the Admission to fail to file. This is likely seen most often when you 

are working with the County to troubleshoot/resolve issues. This is not an error that is likely 

to occur during a normal workflow.    

  

 How do I resolve this error?    

Contact the County and request that the affected record be closed by the County end user. 

Once it has been verified that the record is closed, you can resubmit the Admission. Check 

the Action Log to verify that the Admission filed successfully.  

  

What are the implications if this error isn’t resolved?  

The Admission will not file until the record lock has been resolved. This issue should be 

resolved before any subsequent Admission episodes are submitted to the County.   

There are also billing implications. If the Admission episode is not recorded in the County 

CareRecord, any claims you submit for to the County will be held within their system until the 

Admission is recorded that covers the claimed dates of service.  

  

Example  

  

  

Discharge  
Action Name  Error Message  

PutProgramDischarge  HTTP 400 Bad Request: The following fields are missing 

: Discharge Practitioner  

    

Why am I receiving this error?  

There is a missing practitioner link for the practitioner entered as the “Discharge Practitioner” 

on the affected Discharge record.   

  

 How do I resolve this error?    

There are a couple different ways this error might be resolved. First, open a ticket with the 

County to verify whether the practitioner has a record entered in the County CareRecord. If 

the County does not have a record for that practitioner, one will need to be entered with a 

matching NPI. Once that is completed, you will need to refile your Practitioner Enrollment 

record to successfully complete the practitioner linkage. Check the Action Log again to 
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confirm that the SearchProvider action was successful and then refile the Discharge. Check 

the Action Log to verify that the Discharge was successfully filed.   

If the County does have a practitioner record on file, you will need to verify that the NPI the 

County has on file for the practitioner matches what is in your Practitioner Enrollment record.  

If the NPI does not match, one of the system should be updated with the correct NPI. If the  

NPIs do match, then you will need to check whether the practitioner was linked correctly. 

This can be verified in the SYSTEM.pce_staff_mapping table. If the practitioner is missing 

from that table for all Managing Organizations. To add the practitioner to the table, you will 

need to refile the Practitioner Enrollment record. Check the Action Log again to confirm that 

the SearchProvider action was successful and then refile the Discharge. Check the Action 

Log to verify that the Discharge was successfully filed.  

  

What are the implications if this error isn’t resolved?  

If practitioners are not linked between your system and the County’s CareRecord and it 

causes an Discharge to fail, that Discharge record will not file in the County’s CareRecord.   

This error preventing the filing of the Dicsharge must be resolved before any subsequent 

episodes are submitted ot the County CareRecord for the same client and same Managing 

Organization.   

  

Example  

  

 

Action Name  Error Message  

PutProgramDischarge HTTP 400 Bad Request: Discharge movement ID does not 

exist for the given client  

    

Why am I receiving this error?  

A change has been made to a previously filed Admission which has caused the underlying 

Movement ID to no longer sync with that you are trying to file. There are different reasons why 

this error might be received. One reason may be that the County has tried to update the 

admission date without deleting the movement. Another reason may be that the County deleted 

a movement but you have not gone through the steps to delete the client mapping within 

myAvatar prior to resubmitting the record.  

  

 How do I resolve this error?    

Any Movement ID or Program ID error has to be resolved with going through the error 

correction process to have the County delete the movement in their CareRecord. Then you will 

need to delete the client mapping, access the affected Admission, remap the client and 

resubmit the Discharge. Verify on the Action Log that the Admission action successfully filed.  

Additional detail for this error correction process is detailed in the “Correction Workflow” section.   
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What are the implications if this error isn’t resolved?  

This error has prevented the Discharge record from filing. If this is not resolved, future 

admissions into the same managing org will be filed as an overlapping or child episode in the 

county’s system. 

 

Action Name  Error Message  

PutProgramDischarge HTTP 400 Bad Request: Invalid admission movement ID, 

only arrived movements are supported  

    

Why am I receiving this error?  

A change has been made to a previously filed Admission which has caused the underlying 

Movement ID to no longer sync with that you are trying to file. There are different reasons why 

this error might be received. One reason may be that the County has tried to update the 

admission date without deleting the movement. Another reason may be that the County deleted 

a movement, but you have not gone through the steps to delete the client mapping within 

myAvatar prior to resubmitting the record.   

  

 How do I resolve this error?    

Any Movement ID or Program ID error must be resolved with going through the error correction 

process to have the County delete the movement in their CareRecord. Then you will need to 

delete the client mapping, access the affected Admission, remap the client and resubmit the 

Discharge. Verify on the Action Log that the Admission action successfully filed.  Additional 

detail for this error correction process is detailed in the “Correction Workflow” section.   

  

What are the implications if this error isn’t resolved?  

This error has prevented the Discharge record from filing. If this is not resolved, future 

admissions into the same managing org will be filed as an overlapping or child episode in the 

county’s system. 

 

Action Name  Error Message  

PutProgramDischarge  HTTP 400 Bad Request: Web service request failed with 

error: Another user currently has exclusive access to 

this ID. Check current database locks.    

    

Why am I receiving this error?  

You have submitted a Discharge record but there is a user within the County’s CareRecord 

that has the Discharge form open for that client. Since the record is open in the County’s 

CareRecord, it’s causing the Discharge to fail to file. This is likely seen most often when you 

are working with the County to troubleshoot/resolve issues. This is not an error that is likely 

to occur during a normal workflow.    
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 How do I resolve this error?    

Contact the County and request that the affected record be closed by the County end user. 

Once it has been verified that the record is closed, you can resubmit the Discharge. Check 

the Action Log to verify that the Discharge filed successfully.  

  

What are the implications if this error isn’t resolved?  

The Dischage will not file until the record lock has been resolved. This issue should be 

resolved before any subsequent Admission episodes are submitted to the County.   

  

Example  

 

Action Name  Error Message  

 PutProgramDischarge  HTTP 400 Bad Request: Episode Number does not  

exist for the given client.     

    

Why am I receiving this error?  

A change has been made to a previously filed Admission which has caused the underlying 

Episode Number to no longer sync with that you are trying to file This most often occurs once 

the error correction process has been initiated. In this instance, the County has deleted the 

client’s prior admission within their CareRecord but the appropriate correction steps within 

your myAvatar have not been followed. You’ve resubmitted the Admission using the Episode 

Number that the County previously deleted.   

  

 How do I resolve this error?    

Any Movement ID error has to be resolved with going through the error correction process to 

have the County delete the movement in their CareRecord. Then you will need to delete the 

client mapping, access the affected Admission, remap the client and resubmit the Admission. 

Verify on the Action Log that the Admission action successfully filed.   

Additional detail for this error correction process is detailed in the “Correction Workflow” 

section.   

  

What are the implications if this error isn’t resolved?  

The Discharge will not file until the Movement ID issue has been resolved. This issue should 

be resolved before any subsequent Admission episodes are submitted to the County.   
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Example  

  

  

  

  

Action Name  Error Message  

 PutProgramDischarge  HTTP 400 Bad Request: Discharge Date cannot be  

edited     

    

Why am I receiving this error?  

You are trying to submit a Discharge record with an updated Discharge date without going 

through the proper steps to correct.   

  

 How do I resolve this error?    

There are a couple different ways in which this error can be resolved. Additional detail for this 

error correction process is detailed in the “Correction Workflow” section.   

  

What are the implications if this error isn’t resolved?  

The Discharge Date will not be reflected accurately within the County’s CareRecord. This 

issue should be resolved before any subsequent Admission episodes are submitted to the 

County.  

There are also billing implications. If there are services provided beyond the initially 

submitted Discharge date, the County CareRecord will deny those non-covered dates of 

service.     

  

Example  

  

  

Action Name  Error Message  

 PutProgramDischarge  HTTP 400 Bad Request: Episode number or movement  

ID is required  

    

Why am I receiving this error?  
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A change has been made to the client mapping  or the mapping was added to a record that 

had previously failed and has caused the Episode number or Movement ID previously stored 

with the episode to no longer sync with what you’re trying to submit now.   

  

 How do I resolve this error?    

Any Movement ID error has to be resolved with going through the error correction process to 

have the County delete the movement in their CareRecord. Then you will need to delete the 

client mapping, access the affected Admission, remap the client and resubmit the Admission.  

Verify on the Action Log that the Admission action successfully filed.   

Additional detail for this error correction process is detailed in the “Correction Workflow” 

section.   

  

What are the implications if this error isn’t resolved?  

The Discharge will not file until the Movement ID issue has been resolved. This issue should 

be resolved before any subsequent Admission episodes are submitted to the County.  

  

Example  

  

Action Name  Error Message  

 PutProgramDischarge  HTTP 400 Bad Request: Admission movement ID does  

not exist for the given client  

    

Why am I receiving this error?  

A change has been made to a previously filed Admission which has caused the underlying 

Movement ID to no longer sync with that you are trying to file. There are different reasons 

why this error might be received. One reason may be that the County has tried to update the 

admission date without deleting the movement.   

  

 How do I resolve this error?    

Any Movement ID error has to be resolved with going through the error correction process to 

have the County delete the movement in their CareRecord. Then you will need to delete the 

client mapping, access the affected Admission, remap the client and resubmit the Admission. 

Verify on the Action Log that the Admission action successfully filed.   

Additional detail for this error correction process is detailed in the “Correction Workflow” 

section.   

  

What are the implications if this error isn’t resolved?  
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The Discharge will not file until the Movement ID issue has been resolved. This issue should 

be resolved before any subsequent Admission episodes are submitted to the County.  

  

Example  
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Error Handling 

Action Name  Error Message  

PutProgramDischarge  HTTP 400 Bad Request: Admission movement ID is  

associated with a different episode  

    

Why am I receiving this error?  

A change has been made to a previously filed Admission which has caused the underlying 

Movement ID to no longer sync with that you are trying to file. There are different reasons why 

this error might be received. One reason may be that the County has tried to update the 

admission date without deleting the movement. Another reason may be that the County 

deleted a movement but you have not gone through the steps to delete the client mapping 

within myAvatar prior to resubmitting the record.   

  

 How do I resolve this error?    

Any Movement ID error has to be resolved with going through the error correction process to 

have the County delete the movement in their CareRecord. Then you will need to delete the 

client mapping, access the affected Admission, remap the client and resubmit the Discharge. 

Verify on the Action Log that the Admission action successfully filed.   

Additional detail for this error correction process is detailed in the “Correction Workflow” 

section.   

  

What are the implications if this error isn’t resolved?  

The Discharge will not file until the Movement ID issue has been resolved. This issue should 

be resolved before any subsequent Admission episodes are submitted to the County.  

  

Example  

   

Diagnosis  
Action Name  Error Message  

PutDiagnosis  Failed to build diagnosis record: HTTP 400 Bad  

Request: Practitioner missing.  

    

Why am I receiving this error?  

There is a missing practitioner link for the practitioner entered as the “Diagnosing Practitioner” 

on the affected Diagnosis record.   

  

 How do I resolve this error?    
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There are a couple different ways this error might be resolved. First, open a ticket with the 

County to verify whether the practitioner has a record entered in the County CareRecord. If 

the County does not have a record for that practitioner, one will need to be entered with a 

matching NPI. Once that is completed, you will need to refile your Practitioner Enrollment 

record to successfully complete the practitioner linkage. Check the Action Log again to 

confirm that the SearchProvider action was successful and then refile the Diagnosis. Check 

the Action Log to verify that the Diagnosis was successfully filed.   

If the County does have a practitioner record on file, you will need to verify that the NPI the 

County has on file for the practitioner matches what is in your Practitioner Enrollment record. 

If the NPI does not match, one of the systems should be updated with the correct NPI. If the 

NPIs do match, then you will need to check whether the practitioner was linked correctly. This 

can be verified in the SYSTEM.pce_staff_mapping table. If the practitioner is missing from 

that table for all Managing Organizations. To add the practitioner to the table, you will need to 

refile the Practitioner Enrollment record. Check the Action Log again to confirm that the 

SearchProvider action was successful and then refile the Diagnosis. Check the Action Log to 

verify that the Diagnosis was successfully filed.  

  

What are the implications if this error isn’t resolved?  

If practitioners are not linked between your system and the County’s CareRecord and it 

causes a Diagnosis to fail, that Diagnosis record will not file in the County’s CareRecord. 

Once the practitioner link is resolved, the Diagnosis should be refiled even if the associated 

Episode has been discharged.   

There are no billing implications as the County will bill Medi-Cal with the same diagnosis that 

you submit to the County on your inbound 837 regardless as to what Diagnosis is on file for 

the associated Episode.   

  

  

Example  

  

  

Action Name  Error Message  

PutDiagnosis  Failed to build diagnosis record: HTTP 400 Bad  

Request: Date of Diagnosis cannot be prior to Admission 

Date (Date).  

    

Why am I receiving this error?  

There was a diagnosis entry that was submitted with a “Date of Diagnosis” that predates the 

Admission date for the related episode.   

  

 How do I resolve this error?    
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Edit the “Date of Diagnosis” to be either the same date or later date in relation the date of 

Admission for the related episode.   

  

What are the implications if this error isn’t resolved?  

Some. If this error is received, the Diagnosis record will not file in the County’s CareRecord. 

Once the date issue resolved, the Diagnosis should be refiled even if the associated Episode 

has been discharged.   

There are no billing implications as the County will bill Medi-Cal with the same diagnosis that 

you submit to the County on your inbound 837 regardless as to what Diagnosis is on file for 

the associated Episode.  

  

Example  

  

  

Action Name  Error Message  

PutDiagnosis  Failed to build diagnosis record: HTTP 403 Forbidden:  

Consent Denied. Get Program Admission response does 

not have program code.  

    

Why am I receiving this error?  

You will receive this error as part of the “one-time push” functionality. In this case, there is an 

existing Diagnosis record that was filed at the same time as its related Admission episode. 

When the Admission episode is (re)filed, the Admission and all related episodic information is 

sent to the County CareRecord at the same time. It is possible that the Diagnosis may try to 

file prior to the Admission. In that scenario, this error will be received.   

  

 How do I resolve this error?    

Keep checking the Action Log. As part of the “one-time push” functionality and the chance 

that this error will be received, the system will automatically try to resubmit the record an 

additional three times. Once the Admission is filed successfully, you should see a subsequent 

record in the Action Log for the Diagnosis record stating that it was successfully filed or failed 

due to another issue.   

  

What are the implications if this error isn’t resolved?  

This error should resolve itself once the related Admission is on file and the system resubmits 

the Diagnosis record.   
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Example  

  

  

Action Name  Error Message  

PutDiagnosis  Failed to build diagnosis record: HTTP 400 Bad  

Request: Error when saving diagnosis entry[#]: ICD10 

code missing.  

    

Why am I receiving this error?  

You have submitted a Diagnosis record that is missing an ICD-10 code. This error is expected 

to be rare as any Diagnosis record created after 10/1/2015 should have an associated ICD-10 

code. However, if there are any longstanding episodes submitted to the County in which the 

Admission predates the ICD-10 implementation, this error may occur.   

  

 How do I resolve this error?    

Open the Diagnosis record for the failed submission. Complete a search for the diagnosis 

again to pull back the related ICD-10 content. Then you will need to refile the Diagnosis 

record. Check the Action Log to confirm that the record was filed successfully.   

  

What are the implications if this error isn’t resolved? Some. If this error is received, the 

Diagnosis record will not file in the County’s CareRecord. Once the ICD-10 issue resolved, 

the Diagnosis should be refiled even if the associated Episode has been discharged.   

There are billing implications as the County’s CareRecord will deny any claims submitted with 

ICD-9 diagnoses. Any claims submitted must have an ICD-10 diagnosis.   

  

Example  

  

  

Action Name  Error Message  

PutDiagnosisEntry  HTTP 400 Bad Request: Practitioner missing.   

    

Why am I receiving this error?  

You have updated an existing Diagnosis record and edited the record either to edit an existing 

Diagnosis or add a new Diagnosis row. For the edited or added record, there is a missing 

practitioner link for the practitioner entered as the “Diagnosing Practitioner”.   
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 How do I resolve this error?    

There are a couple different ways this error might be resolved. First, open a ticket with the 

County to verify whether the practitioner has a record entered in the County CareRecord. If 

the County does not have a record for that practitioner, one will need to be entered with a 

matching NPI. Once that is completed, you will need to refile your Practitioner Enrollment 

record to successfully complete the practitioner linkage. Check the Action Log again to 

confirm that the SearchProvider action was successful and then refile the Diagnosis. Check 

the Action Log to verify that the Diagnosis was successfully filed.   

If the County does have a practitioner record on file, you will need to verify that the NPI the 

County has on file for the practitioner matches what is in your Practitioner Enrollment record. 

If the NPI does not match, one of the systems should be updated with the correct NPI. If the 

NPIs do match, then you will need to check whether the practitioner was linked correctly. This 

can be verified in the SYSTEM.pce_staff_mapping table. If the practitioner is missing from 

that table for all Managing Organizations. To add the practitioner to the table, you will need to 

refile the Practitioner Enrollment record. Check the Action Log again to confirm that the 

SearchProvider action was successful and then refile the Diagnosis. Check the Action Log to 

verify that the Diagnosis was successfully filed.  

  

What are the implications if this error isn’t resolved?  

If practitioners are not linked between your system and the County’s CareRecord and it 

causes a Diagnosis to fail, that Diagnosis record will not file in the County’s CareRecord. 

Once the practitioner link is resolved, the Diagnosis should be refiled even if the associated 

Episode has been discharged.   

There are no billing implications as the County will bill Medi-Cal with the same diagnosis that 

you submit to the County on your inbound 837 regardless as to what Diagnosis is on file for 

the associated Episode.  

  

Example  

  

  

Action Name  Error Message  

PutDiagnosis  Failed to build diagnosis record: HTTP 400 Bad  

Request: Both Episode and Enrollment missing  

    

Why am I receiving this error?  

A change has been made to a previously filed Admission which has caused the underlying 

Episode Number to no longer sync with that you are trying to file This most often occurs once 

the error correction process has been initiated. In this instance, the County has deleted the 

client’s prior admission within their CareRecord but the appropriate correction steps within 

your myAvatar have not been followed. You’ve resubmitted the Assessment using the 

Episode Number that the County previously deleted.   
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 How do I resolve this error?    

You will need to delete the client mapping using the Delete ProviderConnect Enterprise 

Client Mapping form. Once the mapping has been deleted, access the affected Admission, 

remap the client and resubmit the Admission. Verify in the Action Log that the Diagnosis 

action was successfully filed.   

Additional detail for this error correction process is detailed in the “Correction Workflow” 

section.  

What are the implications if this error isn’t resolved?  

The Diagnosis will not file until this issue has been resolved. There are no billing implications 

as the County will bill Medi-Cal with the same diagnosis that you submit to the County on your 

inbound 837 regardless as to what Diagnosis is on file for the associated Episode.  

  

Example  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Action Name  Error Message  

PutDiagnosis  Failed to build diagnosis record: HTTP 400 Bad  

Request: Invalid episode  

    

Why am I receiving this error?  

A change has been made to a previously filed Admission which has caused the underlying 

Episode Number to no longer sync with that you are trying to file This most often occurs once 

the error correction process has been initiated. In this instance, the County has deleted the 

client’s prior admission within their CareRecord but the appropriate correction steps within 

your myAvatar have not been followed. You’ve resubmitted the Diagnosis using the Episode 

Number that the County previously deleted.   

  

 How do I resolve this error?    

You will need to delete the client mapping using the Delete ProviderConnect Enterprise 

Client Mapping form. Once the mapping has been deleted, access the affected Admission, 

remap the client and resubmit the Admission. Verify in the Action Log that the Diagnosis 

action was successfully filed.   
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Additional detail for this error correction process is detailed in the “Correction Workflow” 

section.  

What are the implications if this error isn’t resolved?  

The Diagnosis will not file until this issue has been resolved. There are no billing implications 

as the County will bill Medi-Cal with the same diagnosis that you submit to the County on your 

inbound 837 regardless as to what Diagnosis is on file for the associated Episode.  

  

Example  

  

    

Financial Eligibility  
Action Name  Error Message  

PurFhirInsurancePolicy  Failed to build diagnosis record: HTTP 403 Forbidden: 

Consent Denied. Get Program Admission response does 

not have program code.  

    

Why am I receiving this error?  

You will receive this error as part of the “one-time push” functionality. In this case, there is an 

existing Financial Eligibility record that was filed at the same time as its related Admission 

episode. When the Admission episode is (re)filed, the Admission and all related episodic 

information is sent to the County CareRecord at the same time. It is possible that the  

Financial Eligibility record may try to file prior to the Admission. In that scenario, this error will 

be received.   

  

 How do I resolve this error?    

Keep checking the Action Log. As part of the “one-time push” functionality and the chance 

that this error will be received, the system will automatically try to resubmit the record an 

additional three times. Once the Admission is filed successfully, you should see a subsequent 

record in the Action Log for the Financial Eligibility record stating that it was successfully filed 

or failed due to another issue.   

  

What are the implications if this error isn’t resolved?  

This error should resolve itself once the related Admission is on file and the system resubmits 

the Financial Eligibility record.   
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Example  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Action Name  Error Message  

PurFhirInsurancePolicy  HTTP 400 Bad Request: No ProgramAdmission ID 

provided  

    

Why am I receiving this error?  

A change has been made to a previously filed Admission which has caused the underlying 

Movement ID to no longer sync with that you are trying to file. There are different reasons why 

this error might be received. One reason may be that the County has tried to update the 

admission date without deleting the movement. Another reason may be that the County 

deleted a movement but you have not gone through the steps to delete the client mapping 

within myAvatar prior to resubmitting the record. .   

  

 How do I resolve this error?    

Any Movement ID or Program ID error has to be resolved with going through the error 

correction process to have the County delete the movement in their CareRecord. Then you 

will need to delete the client mapping, access the affected Admission, remap the client and 

resubmit the Discharge. Verify on the Action Log that the Admission action successfully filed.  

Additional detail for this error correction process is detailed in the “Correction Workflow” 

section.   

  

What are the implications if this error isn’t resolved?  

This error has prevented the Financial Eligibility record from filing. If this is not resolved, the 

County will be unable to process any claims for this client to Medi-Cal.  

  

Example  
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Action Name  Error Message  

PurFhirInsurancePolicy  HTTP 400 Bad Request: Invalid ProgramAdmissionID: 

The program admission does not exist for the given 

client  

    

Why am I receiving this error?  

A change has been made to a previously filed Admission which has caused the underlying 

Episode Number to no longer sync with that you are trying to file This most often occurs once 

the error correction process has been initiated. In this instance, the County has deleted the 

client’s prior admission within their CareRecord but the appropriate correction steps within 

your myAvatar have not been followed. You’ve resubmitted the Financial Eligibility record 

using the Episode Number that the County previously deleted.   
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Error Handling 

  

 How do I resolve this error?    

You will need to delete the client mapping using the Delete ProviderConnect Enterprise 

Client Mapping form. Once the mapping has been deleted, access the affected Admission, 

remap the client and resubmit the Admission. Verify in the Action Log that the Financial 

Eligibility action was successfully filed.   

Additional detail for this error correction process is detailed in the “Correction Workflow” 

section.  

What are the implications if this error isn’t resolved?  

This error has prevented the Financial Eligibility record from filing. If this is not resolved, the 

County will be unable to process any claims for this client to Medi-Cal.  

  

Example  

  

  

  

Action Name  Error Message  

PurFhirInsurancePolicy  HTTP 400 Bad Request: Filing financial eligibility failed 

with the following error: There is another client with the 

MEDS ID assigned.  

    

Why am I receiving this error?  

You have submitted a Financial Eligibility record to the County CareRecord but the County’s 

system is disallowing the filing of the record because it is recognizing that the County  

CareRecord has multiple client Financial Eligibility records that contain the same unique 

MEDS ID. It is likely that the County has duplicate client records that need to be resolved.  

  

 How do I resolve this error?    

Open a ticket with the County to request that they merge the client records and inform you of 

what External Client ID you need to map for the affected client.   

Additional detail for this error correction process is detailed in the “Correction Workflow” 

section.   

  

What are the implications if this error isn’t resolved?  
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This error has prevented the Financial Eligibility record from filing. If this is not resolved, the 

County will be unable to process any claims for this client to Medi-Cal.  

  

Example  

  

  

Action Name  Error Message  

PurFhirInsurancePolicy  HTTP 400 Bad Request: Subscriber Address – Street  

Line 1 is not defined.   

    

Why am I receiving this error?  

You have submitted a Financial Eligibility record that is missing “Subscriber Address – Street 

Line 1”. This is a required field to submit to the County to create a Financial Eligibility record.  

  

 How do I resolve this error?    

Access the affected record in your system and update the Subscriber information in the 

Financial Eligibility record to include the “Street Line 1” field. Re-file the Financial Eligibility 

and verify on the Action Log that the Financial Eligibility action filed successfully.   

  

What are the implications if this error isn’t resolved?  

This error has prevented the Financial Eligibility record from filing. If this is not resolved, the 

County will be unable to process any claims for this client to Medi-Cal.   

  

Example  

   

    

Assessments  
Action Name  Error Message  

PutEHRAssessment  HTTP 400 Bad Request: Associated Cal-OMS  

Admission not defined : AssociatedCalOMSAdmission  

    

Why am I receiving this error?  
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You have submitted a Cal-OMS Discharge or Cal-OMS Annual Update related to a Cal-OMS 

Admission that previously failed to file within the County’s CareRecord.   

  

 How do I resolve this error?    

Access the related Cal-OMS Admission form and resubmit. Verify on the Action Log whether 

the Assessment action was successfully filed. If the Cal-OMS Admission action was 

successful, return to the related Discharge or Annual Update and resubmit. Verify on the 

Action Log that the Assessment action was successfully filed. If the Cal-OMS Admission 

failed, you will need to review the Action Log, identify the error and resolve prior to 

resubmitting the related Discharge or Annual Update.   

  

What are the implications if this error isn’t resolved?  

The Cal-OMS Admission and related Annual Update or Discharge forms will not file until the 

issue has been resolved.   

  

Example  

  

  

Action Name  Error Message  

PutEHRAssessment  Failed to build diagnosis record: HTTP 403 Forbidden: 

Consent Denied. Get Program Admission response does 

not have program code.  

    

Why am I receiving this error?  

You will receive this error as part of the “one-time push” functionality. In this case, there is an 

existing Assessment record that was filed at the same time as its related Admission episode. 

When the Admission episode is (re)filed, the Admission and all related episodic information is 

sent to the County CareRecord at the same time. It is possible that the Assessment record 

may try to file prior to the Admission. In that scenario, this error will be received.   

  

 How do I resolve this error?    

Keep checking the Action Log. As part of the “one-time push” functionality and the chance 

that this error will be received, the system will automatically try to resubmit the record an 

additional three times. Once the Admission is filed successfully, you should see a 

subsequent record in the Action Log for the Assessment record stating that it was 

successfully filed or failed due to another issue.   

  

What are the implications if this error isn’t resolved?  
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No. This error should resolve itself once the related Admission is on file and the system 

resubmits the Assessment record.   

  

Example  

  
Action Name  Error Message  

PutEHRAssessment  HTTP 400 Bad Request: Invalid dictionary code for:  

<dictionary>  

    

Why am I receiving this error?  

You have submitted an Assessment form with a dictionary value selected that is invalid.   

  

 How do I resolve this error?    

Access the Managing Organization Dictionary Mapping form to correct this issue. In this 

form you will need to map your existing code/value set to the County’s approved dictionary 

codes/values.   

  

What are the implications if this error isn’t resolved?  

The Assessment will not file until the dictionary code issue has been resolved.  

  

Example  

  

  

  
Action Name  Error Message  

PutEHRAssessment  HTTP 400 Bad Request: Primary Drug Frequency 

missing : PrimaryDrugFrequency  

    

Why am I receiving this error? You have submitted a Cal-OMS record that is missing 

the field “Primary Drug Frequency”. It’s likely the submitted record has other primary drug 

related information included such as ‘Primary Drug Code’, and ‘Primary Drug Name’. This 

is a required field to be included on a Cal-OMS record submitted to the County.   

  

 How do I resolve this error?    
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Access the Cal-OMS form for the affected client and episode. Update the assessment to 

include the “Primary Drug Frequency” and resubmit the record. Verify on the Action Log that 

the Assessment action was successfully submitted.   

  

What are the implications if this error isn’t resolved?  

The Assessment will not file until the dictionary code issue has been resolved.  

  

Example  

  

  

Action Name  Error Message  

PutEHRAssessment  HTTP 400 Bad Request: 'Episode' cannot be blank  

    

Why am I receiving this error?  

A change has been made to a previously filed Admission which has caused the underlying 

Episode Number to no longer sync with that you are trying to file This most often occurs once 

the error correction process has been initiated. In this instance, the County has deleted the 

client’s prior admission within their CareRecord but the appropriate correction steps within 

your myAvatar have not been followed. You’ve resubmitted the Assessment using the 

Episode Number that the County previously deleted.   

  

 How do I resolve this error?    

You will need to delete the client mapping using the Delete ProviderConnect Enterprise 

Client Mapping form. Once the mapping has been deleted, access the affected Admission, 

remap the client and resubmit the Admission. Verify in the Action Log that the Assessment 

action was successfully filed.   

Additional detail for this error correction process is detailed in the “Correction Workflow” 

section.   

  

What are the implications if this error isn’t resolved?  

The Assessment will not file until the Episode issue has been resolved.  

  

Example  
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Action Name  Error Message  

PutEHRAssessment  HTTP 400 Bad Request: ‘Place of Birth County’ is  

required  

    

Why am I receiving this error?  

You have submitted a CSI Admission that is missing the field “Place of Birth – County”. This 

is a required field to be included on a Cal-OMS record submitted to the County.  

  

 How do I resolve this error?    

Access the CSI Admission for the affected client and episode. Update the CSI Admission to 

include the “Place of Birth – County” and resubmit the record. Verify on the Action Log that 

the Assessment action was successfully submitted.   

  

What are the implications if this error isn’t resolved?  

The CSI Admission will not file until the dictionary code issue has been resolved.  

  

Example  

  

Practitioner Enrollment  
Action Name  Error Message  

SearchProvider  No valid results found  

    

Why am I receiving this error?  

A Practitioner Enrollment record is filed and has failed to find a matching practitioner record 

within the County’s CareRecord with the same NPI. The practitioner records between your 

system and the County’s CareRecord are incomplete.   

  

 How do I resolve this error?    

Open a ticket with the County requesting that the practitioner is added to their records. Once 

that is completed, you will need to refile your Practitioner Enrollment record to successfully 

complete the practitioner linkage. Check the Action Log again to confirm that the 

SearchProvider action was successful.  

  

What are the implications if this error isn’t resolved?  

If practitioners are not linked between your system and the County’s CareRecord, the 

following types of records will fail to file:   
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• During an Admission, if a non-linked practitioner is used as the “Admitting Practitioner”, 

the admission will fail to file  

• During a Discharge, if a non-linked practitioner is used as the “Discharging 

Practitioner”, the discharge will fail to file   

• During a Diagnosis, if a non-linked practitioner is used as the “Diagnosing Practitioner”, 

the diagnosis will fail to file  

  

Example  
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Delete ProviderConnect Enterprise Client Mapping 

Delete ProviderConnect Enterprise Client 

Mapping  
 

Purpose  

To accommodate a correction process within ProviderConnect Enterprise, the Delete ProviderConnect 

Enterprise Client Mapping form was introduced in Avatar Cal-PM 2022 Update 16 and Avatar 

CareFabric 2022 Update 21.   

This form is meant to be used by a System Administrator to remove or delete an existing 

ProviderConnect Enterprise Client Mapping. This may be warranted for situations where a client was 

mapped inadvertently, admissions are submitted with incorrect dates, discharges are sent incorrectly, 

etc.   

Deleting an existing mapping will prevent any future client data from being submitted to the County’s 

myAvatar CareRecord. When deleting a mapping, the mapping is done by Managing Organization and 

is not specific to a client episode.   

Delete ProviderConnect Enterprise Client Mapping  

 

Field  Description / Validation Rules  
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Client  • Search for a client by name or Medical Record Number (PATID)  

• This is a required field  

Managing Organization  •  Select a Managing Organization from the list  

 •  This is a required field  

 •  If the selected Managing Organization does not have an existing 

mapping for the client, an error message will be displayed stating 

“No external mapping exists.”  

External ID  •  If the client has an existing mapping for the selected Managing 

Organization, the External ID (County Client Number) will display  

Delete Mapping  •  Once you have the correct client and Managing Organization 

selected, select the ‘Delete Mapping’ button to delete the existing 

mapping  

 •  The end user will have to confirm that the deletion should be 

processed. Select ‘OK’ to effectively process the mapping deletion  

  

Correction Workflows  
 

Scenarios  

What if I am attempting to map a client via ProviderConnect Enterprise to a County Managing 

Organization and I receive an error stating “No search results found”?  

 

Per County policy, providers may only admit clients via ProviderConnect Enterprise if the individual has 

been admitted into the County’s myAvatar CareRecord and has an assigned County Client ID (External 

ID). In this scenario, the provider will need to contact the County Call Center and request that a Screening 

Episode be created for the individual.   
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What if I am attempting to map a client via ProviderConnect Enterprise to a County Managing 

Organization and I receive multiple External IDs that appear to be assigned to a single individual?  

 

If this scenario occurs it is likely that there are duplicate client records that exist in the County myAvatar 

CareRecord. If this occurs, the provider should not make a selection and should email the County HIMS 

team to request that the client records be merged. County HIMS will need to inform the provider of the 

correct External ID to map.   

  

What if I have mapped a client by mistake via ProviderConnect Enterprise and I want to remove 

the ProviderConnect Enterprise Client Mapping?  

First, check to see if the Admission was successfully submitted to the County by evaluating the 

ProviderConnect Enterprise Action Log. If the Admission failed, no client information or records would 

have been submitted to the County. The only corrective action needed is to delete the client mapping. 

Access the Delete ProviderConnect Enterprise Mapping form to remove the mapping from your 

Admission form:   

 

  

  

Admission form with client mapped:    
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Delete ProviderConnect Enterprise Client Mapping:   

 

Client mapping is removed from the Admission form once the deletion has been submitted:   

 

If the Admission was successfully submitted, access the Delete ProviderConnect Enterprise Mapping 

form to remove the mapping from the Admission form using the same steps, above. This will prevent any 

additional client data or records from being submitted to the County’s myAvatar CareRecord. The provider 

will also need to enter a ticket with the County to request that the County delete the Admission record that 

was inadvertently submitted.   

  

What if I have submitted an Admission record but submitted with an incorrect Admission Date?  

To correct an Admission Date internally and within the County’s myAvatar CareRecord, the following 

steps must be taken:  

First, the provider will need to submit a ticket to the County requesting that they delete the Admission 

record submitted with the incorrect Admission Date. Once that has been completed, the provider will need 

to access the Delete ProviderConnect Enterprise Mapping form to remove the mapping from the 

existing Admission form.  

Next, the provider will need to access the Change Program/Admission Date form to correct the 

Admission Date.   
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Once completed, access the applicable Admission form which should now represent the correct 

Admission Date:   

 

While in the Admission form, navigate to the ProviderConnect Enterprise Client Mapping section to remap 

the client. This will resubmit the Admission with the correct date to the County’s myAvatar CareRecord.   
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What if I have multiple open Admission episodes that map to a single County Managing 

Organization and I need to change the Admission Date?  

This scenario may occur if the provider has multiple open episodes that map to a single County 

Managing Organization. In this case, the episode that is mapped and submitted first will determine the  

Admission Date that is filed within the County’s myAvatar CareRecord. If that date needs to change, the 

provider will first need to submit a ticket to the County requesting that they delete the Admission record 

submitted with the incorrect Admission Date. Once that has been completed, the provider will need to 

access the Delete ProviderConnect Enterprise Mapping form to remove the mapping from the existing 

Managing Organization.   

Next, the provider will need to access the Admission form for the first episode to submit that reflects the 

correct Admission Date. While in the Admission form, navigate to the ProviderConnect Enterprise Client 

Mapping section to re-map the client. This will resubmit the Admission with the correct date to the  

County’s myAvatar CareRecord. The Admission form for the client will need to be resubmitted for all 

other open episodes to the Managing Organization.   

  

What if I have submitted a Discharge record but submitted with an incorrect Discharge Date?  

There are two different solutions for this scenario.   

For the first option, the provider will first need to submit a ticket to the County requesting that they delete 

the Discharge record submitted for the incorrect client. The provider will also need to process a Delete 

Last Movement within myAvatar to re-open the episode.   

The provider will complete their Discharge within myAvatar with the correct date. To discharge the client 

from the County’s myAvatar CareRecord, the provider will need to access ProviderConnect NX and input 

the Discharge record.    
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For the second option, the provider will need to submit a ticket to the County requesting that they delete 

the Discharge and Admission record for the affected client. The provider will need to then process a Delete 

Last Movement within myAvatar to re-open the discharged episode.   

Once that has been completed, the provider will need to access the Delete ProviderConnect 

Enterprise Mapping form to remove the mapping from the existing Managing Organization.   

Next, the provider will access the applicable Admission form, navigate to the ProviderConnect Enterprise 

Client Mapping section to re-map the client. This will resubmit the Admission to the County. The provider 

will then access and complete the Discharge form reflective of the correct Discharge Date. These steps 

will process and submit the correct Discharge data to the County’s myAvatar CareRecord through 

ProviderConnect Enterprise and not require any additional manual entry within ProviderConnect NX.   

  

 What if I have submitted a Discharge record for the wrong client?  

There are two different solutions for this scenario.   

For the first option, the provider will first need to submit a ticket to the County requesting that they delete 

the Discharge record submitted for the incorrect client. The provider will also need to process a Delete 

Last Movement within myAvatar to re-open the episode.   

Once both the provider and the County have each processed deleted the movements, the integration will 

re-enable for the affected client. The provider will be able to continue to submit records for the episode 

through ProviderConnect Enterprise like updates to client demographic data, state reporting records, 

diagnosis records, etc.   

Once the client needs to be discharged from the provider’s episode, the provider will discharge the episode 

within myAvatar. To discharge the client from the County’s myAvatar CareRecord, the provider will need 

to access ProviderConnect NX and input the Discharge record.    

For the second option, the provider will need to submit a ticket to the County requesting that they delete 

the Discharge and Admission record for the affected client. The provider will need to then process a Delete 

Last Movement within myAvatar to re-open the discharged episode.   

Once that has been completed, the provider will need to access the Delete ProviderConnect 

Enterprise Mapping form to remove the mapping from the existing Managing Organization.   

Next, the provider will access the applicable Admission form, navigate to the ProviderConnect Enterprise 

Client Mapping section to re-map the client. This will resubmit the Admission to the County. The integration 

will be re-enabled for the affected client. The provider will be able to continue to submit records for the 

episode through ProviderConnect Enterprise like updates to client demographic data, state reporting 

records, diagnosis records, etc  

When the client needs to be discharged, the provider will then access and complete the Discharge form 

reflective of the correct Discharge Date. These steps will process and submit the correct Discharge data 

to the County’s myAvatar CareRecord through ProviderConnect Enterprise and not require any additional 

manual entry within ProviderConnect NX.   


